A novel segmentation algorithm for volumetric analysis of macular hole boundaries identified with optical coherence tomography.
To demonstrate a novel algorithm for macular hole (MH) segmentation and volumetric analysis. A computer algorithm was developed for automated MH segmentation in spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT). Algorithm validation was performed by trained graders with performance characterized by absolute accuracy and intraclass correlation coefficient. A retrospective case series of 56 eyes of 55 patients with idiopathic MHs analyzed using the custom algorithm to measure MH volume, base area/diameter, top area/diameter, minimum diameter, and height-to-base diameter ratio. Five eyes were excluded due to poor signal quality (1), motion artifact (1), and failure of surgical closure (3) for a final cohort of 51 eyes. Preoperative MH measurements were correlated with clinical MH stage, baseline, and 6-month postoperative best-corrected Snellen visual acuity (BCVA). The algorithm achieved 96% absolute accuracy and an intraclass correlation of 0.994 compared to trained graders. In univariate analysis, MH volume, base area, base diameter, top area, top diameter, minimum diameter, and MH height were significantly correlated to baseline BCVA (P value from 0.0003-0.011). Volume, base area, base diameter, and height-to-base diameter ratio were significantly correlated to 6-month postoperative BCVA (P value from <0.0001-0.029). In multivariate analysis, only base area (P < 0.0001) and volume (P = 0.0028) were significant predictors of 6-month postoperative BCVA. The computerized segmentation algorithm enables rapid volumetric analysis of MH geometry and correlates with baseline and postoperative visual function. Further research is needed to better understand the algorithm's role in prognostication and clinical management.